
Protection of minors according to official German regulations
Underage end users are increasingly confronted with content on the Internet that is
harmful to them. With the LANCOM BPjM Filter, you can now maximize the protection
of minors, e.g. in schools or youth facilities. With the help of the official website list of
"Bundesprüfstelle für jugendgefährdende Medien" (German Federal Review Board, BPjM),
domains whose content is officially classified as harmful are not accessible to the relevant
target group in Germany. Continuous updates and extensions of this list are guaranteed.

→ Blocking of content harmful to underage end users in Germany

→ Automatic updates and extensions of the filter list

→ 5-year license for an unlimited number of users

→ BPjM filter can also be activated via an active LANCOM Content Filter

→ Available in Germany and for LANCOM VPN and VoIP routers, central-site VPN
gateways, and WLAN controllers as of LCOS 10.70

→ Simply upgrade your existing device and save on hardware components
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Protection against content harmful to young people in Germany

By using the LANCOM BPjM Filter in Germany, you ensure that content classified as
harmful to underage end users is blocked for children and young people in a legally
regulated procedure by the "Bundesprüfstelle für jugendgefährdende Medien" (German
Federal Review Board, BPjM). This ensures maximum safety for minors in the school
environment, during leisure activities, or at home.

Flexibility due to unlimited number of users

The LANCOM BPjM Filter is licensed for a LANCOM device regardless of the number of
users. The unrestricted youth protection filter is therefore particularly practical in growing
networks of schools and youth facilities of all sizes.

Automatic updating of the filter list

New threats on the web require an ongoing reassessment of the risk to minors. That's
why the website list is constantly checked, expanded, and updated by the
"Bundesprüfstelle für jugendgefährdende Medien" (German Federal Review Board, BPjM).
For a web filter that goes beyond the protection of minors, we recommend the LANCOM
Content Filter. In addition to the German BPjM filter, which is integrated free of additional
charge, this also contains configurable and category-based overrides to protect against
network abuse.

Easy upgrades

The LANCOM software options turn a simple network into a customized and cost-efficient
solution that meets your individual needs. Simply install them on your existing hardware
and you upgrade your network with the desired feature. The advantage: No additional
hardware components are required. The costs and the administration overhead of the
entire network are reduced. Genuine added value comes in terms of the system's future
viability, because the options transform a network into a customized and scalable
networking solution.
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Further information

The LANCOM LANCOM BPjM Filter Option can be obtained via distributors and resellers.Supply

The LANCOM LANCOM BPjM Filter Option can be activated via the webpage at:
www.lancom-systems.com/service-support/registrations/router-options/

Activation

→ 730VA
→ 883(+)VoIP
→ 884VoIP
→ 1640E
→ 1780EW-4G+
→ 1781EW+
→ 1781VA
→ 1784VA
→ 179x
→ 180x
→ 190x
→ IAP-4G+
→ IAP-1781VAW+
→ ISG-1000
→ ISG-4000
→ ISG-5000
→ ISG-8000
→WLC-30
→WLC-1000
→WLC-4006+

Supported devices

Item number(s)

61418LANCOM BPjM Filter Option 5-Years
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